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As the new technology emerges and make waves in the market, there would be a corresponding
increase in the IP telephony service providers to service the equally growing number of businesses
demanding for this service.

Service provider

With the mushrooming of IP telephony service providers in the market, it may be quite difficult to
choose the best one for the business. There must be certain criteria which a business must look and
confirm in a service provider offering IP telephony services.

A strong and skilled IP telephony team is required to support the business with the right knowledge
and qualification. The service team must have a good track record of servicing various types of
business with years of telecoms experience. The team must have good customer service skills as
well as a passion to forward any size business in advanced communications technologies robustly
and directly.

Services

The established IP telephony service provider must be a reliable and reputable telecommunications
company with a strong team and clear objectives. There must be good values to promote telephony
service in driving up revenues and profits.

Good customer services are confirmed through innovation, qualified and responsible staff. There
would be a well laid out structure with a specific investment dedicated to Research and
Development to develop the technology and services. Consistent high quality services are ensured
with 24/7 availability.

Skills

Such service providers of IP telephony systems would have the best skills in handling the advanced
and complicated telephony technology. Telecommunication technology is not easy and only the
skilled and knowledgeable service providers would be able to offer the best services with their right
techniques and approaches to installation, implementation and maintenance.

There must be the right approaches in using high resilient architecture that offers a total redundancy
available in the software and hardware components of the system.

Original Components

There are many types of components involved in an IP telephony system; the range is extensive
even for IP handsets alone to satisfy telephony needs. There are many good selections of
telephones and related devices that would generate an efficient telephony system. There are great
phone choices for those who expect a high volume in phone traffic; excellent HD voice quality can
be secured with the original components of an IP telephony system through a one-button access on
telephony features.

There are many established brands of quality components in the market which can fit the budget
and needs of any business considering an IP telephony system.
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